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Standard Hardware
Comes standard with Otto Bock™, 
Standard and Stealth Comfort Plus 
Pads

Multi-Axis
Upgrade option for Otto Bock, 
Standard and Stealth Comfort Plus 
pads
Dual pivot linkage for pad 
orientation
Depth adjustable  through 
horizontal slide bar
Height adjustable
Includes mounting clamp for 
attachment to back with knob 
style release for headrest removal

Stealth “World’s Best”
Upgrade option for Otto Bock, 
Standard and Stealth Comfort Plus 
Pads
Dual pivot balls for pad orientation
Depth adjustable through dual link 
system
Height adjustable
Includes mounting clamp for 
attachment to back with latch 
style release for headrest removal

Multi-position arm pads
Soft, gel-like feel provides extra comfort and protection for arms
Highly durable skinned polyurethane resists cracking and peeling
Triple track extrusion allows adjustability of mounting position and attachment 
location for other accessories 
3" wide; desk length 10" or full length 14"

Ergonomic arm trough/hand pad kit
Molded, skinned polyurethane fits the natural arm curvature
Unique cut-out at elbow provides users with flexibility of various arm positions
Triple track extrusion allows a variety of mounting positions
Complete with flat hand pad or interfaces with other manufacturer’s hand pieces

Gel arm pads
Fabric covered polymer gel arm pads 
Provides extra protection for highly sensitive arms
Available in 3 models: Std. Narrow: 2" wide x 12" long  
 Std. Wide:  3.5" wide x 12" long 
 Long Wide: 3.5" wide x 14" long

Multi-Axis Armrest Mount
Allows infinite adjustment of angle and rotation of arm pad
Interfaces with multi-position arm pad

Joystick Mounting Bar for Multi-Axis Armrest Mount
Available for 3/4" or 7/8" joystick bar size

Otto Bock™ Head Support
Easy to clean self skinning polyurethane 
foam
Anatomically shaped to provide lateral  
flexion control 
    7" wide x 5" high or 9" wide x 6" high

Standard
Easy to clean self skinning polyurethane 
foam
Gentle lateral contouring
6.5" wide x 7" high

Stealth Comfort Plus
Soft, comfortable layered foam on coated  
metal shell
Removable, washable cover
Four pad sizes: 8", 10" or 14" wide x 6" high 
 and 6" wide x 3.75" high

Head Support Kit: Onyx auto style 
kit
Onyx leatherette cover & Auto-style con-
touring
8" wide x 8" high x 4" thick
Dual pivot ball for pad orientation
Limited adjustability – recommended for  
Contour or High backs
Height adjustable
Includes fixed mount clamp
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Armpad Options

Head Support Accessories  
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Padded Lap Belts 
2" wide belts, comfortable padding 
Center pull tightening, push release buckle 
2 or 4 point attachment

Cushion Rigidizer 
Lightweight plastic seat insert fits between seat rails for level support and eliminates 
hammock effect of seat upholstery. Securely attached to bottom of cushion inside 
cushion cover 

Drop Base 
Provides stable support base for the cushion 
Lowers seat-to-floor height which aids in foot propulsion, opens up seat to back 
angle, allows easy lateral transfers and improves basic functionality when in a  
seated position 
Width adjustable: Three sizes fit wheelchairs from 14" to 22" wide 
Height and angle adjustable: up to 2" of drop provided 
Portable quick-release hardware allows easy removal of base from wheelchair

Basic Headrest 
Padded to provide comfortable occipital support with horizontal and vertical  
adjustable hardware and outer cover easily removes for laundering

Adjustable Headrests 
Contoured head and neck supports available in four styles 
Dual-ball swivel hardware for multi-plane adjustment 
Durable steel reinforced polyurethane pads - easily wipe clean

Full Tray - Slide-on Mount 
Break-resistant clear polyester resin tray surface 
Width adjustable mounting hardware securely fastens tray to chair arm pads 
Molded-in rim helps keep items on tray

Full Tray - Hook and Loop Mount 
Lightweight and easy to handle with break-resistant clear polycarbonate tray surface 
Easily attaches to chair armrest with hook and loop straps 
Removable trim allows thorough cleaning

Half Tray - Swingaway  
Break-resistant clear polycarbonate tray surface 
Tray securely bolts to wheelchair armrest and is durable 
Tray easily swings away when not in use and molded-in rim helps keep items on tray

Foam-In-Place Kit 
Easy-to-use Foam-in-Place kit provides custom foam mold insert in minutes 
Provides additional support and positioning for users who need a more custom fit 
Custom-molded insert can be easily removed for modification or remolded to 
meet the changing needs of the user (Can be used with Invacare® Matrx® Personal 
Back™10, Personal Back™  10 Plus, PB and PB Deep Backs)

Belts and Straps 
Three sizes of shoulder supports fit child, junior and adult 
Three sizes of padded lap belts fit child, junior and adult; pinch release buckle 
Push-button style release provides secure attachment 
Three sizes of four-point lap belt to fit child, junior and adult; push button release 
buckle

Privacy Flaps 
The Privacy Flaps interface with the Invacare Matrx PB, Invacare Matrx PB Deep, 
Invacare Matrx Elite, Invacare Matrx Elite Deep and Invacare Matrx MX1 backs, up to 
20" widths. They are designed to cover the gap between the bottom of the backrest 
and the seat pan and attach with hook and loop fasteners. Four standard sizes 
are available to fit backs up to 20" wide. Privacy flaps for backs 21" and wider are 
available as options in the back configurator
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Air Mesh Calf Strap
Available in 4 sizes: M, L, MD, LG
For 15" – 18" wide chairs
M: 3.5" high
MD: 9" high 

For 18" – 22" wide chairs 
L: 3.5" high
LG: 9" high
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Other Seating and Positioning Accessories

 


